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 Modern Asian Studies 30, i (1996), pp. 51-76. Printed in Great Britain

 No Boats to China. The Dutch East India

 Company and the Changing Pattern of the
 China Sea Trade, i635-i690

 LEONARD BLUSSE

 University of Leiden

 Trade's proud empire hastes to swift decay,
 As Ocean sweeps the labour'd mole away:
 While self-dependent Power can time defy,
 As Rocks resist the billows and the sky.

 Samuel Johnson1

 By I690 the Supreme Government of the Indies in Batavia agreed
 that, financially speaking, it was no longer wise to continue the direct
 trade between the Dutch East India Company (VOC) and China. It
 was argued that the vessels so far used for the China trade could be
 better deployed in the Indian Ocean.

 For the historian of the South China Sea trade the decision is a

 puzzling paradox. Why did the executive management of the largest
 European chartered trading company-the only one which could
 claim with justification that its intra-Asian trade, and the profits
 derived from it, 'constituted the soul of the Company'2-why did
 these keen Dutch trade operators decide to abandon their commercial
 stake in China and give preference to the Indian Ocean trade? And
 why did they do so just when the English (who had firm footholds
 in the Indian Ocean and none in the South China Sea region) started
 to send seven to eight ships annually from Madras to China?3 Was
 it because of intense rivalry and competition with other European
 nations or merchants? Was it perhaps the outcome of institutional

 These four lines Johnson added to Oliver Goldsmith's poem 'The Deserted
 Village'. See Hesketh Pearson, Johnson and Boswell (Cassell, London, I987), p. 71.

 2 'The country trade and the profit from it are the soul of the Company which
 must be looked after carefully because if the soul decays, the entire body would be
 destroyed.' Letter of the Gentlemen Seventeen to the Governor-General of the Indies
 (I648) cited in 0. Prakash, The Dutch East India Company and the Economy of Bengal
 I63o-i72o (Princeton UP, Princeton, 1985), p. I I8.

 3 See letter of G. G. and Council of 3o-I2-1689 in W.Ph. Coolhaas (ed.), Generale
 Missiven van Gouverneurs-Generaal en Raden aan Heren XVII der Verenigde Oostindische Com-
 pagnie (R. G. P., 's-Gravenhage, 1975), vol. V, p. 317.

 oo26-749X/96/$7.50+ o. Io ? I996 Cambridge University Press
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 LEONARD BLUSSE

 change in the region obstructing overseas trade or rendering it
 unprofitable? Or were there special problems or priorities of a more
 coincidental nature which affected the trading stance of the Dutch in
 the South China Sea region?
 It would seem that these questions are worthy of further investigation

 for a variety of reasons: authoritative historians on the history of the char-

 tered trading companies in Asia such as Furber, Gaastra and Glamann
 argue that the Dutch East India Company reached its zenith in the late
 I68os.4 The momentous decision to curtail VOC operations in China
 would seem to have been in flat contradiction to this communis opinio, or
 should we see it as the first sign of an approaching decline? The fact that
 around this time the VOC had already withdrawn or was planning to
 withdraw from other trading ports in the China Sea region would seem to
 point in this direction. Apart from the historian of Western trade expan-
 sion in Asia, it also makes sense for the student of continuity and change
 in the traditional Asian trade networks in the South China Sea to inquire
 why the VOC stopped its operations on the Chinese coast.
 After all, the archives of the Dutch East India Company, which

 was active throughout the China Sea region continuously during the
 seventeenth century, not only yield a vast amount of information on
 Dutch trade movements in the area, but also happen to provide a
 fair amount of precious intelligence on the trade carried out by the
 Asian competitors of the Dutch, because they not only deal with the
 Company activities per se but also shed light on institutional change
 in the coastal states of the Far Eastern maritime region.5 As a matter
 of fact, as far as the seventeenth century is concerned, the VOC
 archives constitute the only uninterrupted and relatively complete
 institutional source on the maritime trading world of Asia. Having
 set the scene and the period for our inquiry, let us proceed to define
 them further before attempting to formulate answers.

 The Period: The Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries, Two
 Different Ages

 The claim that the seventeenth century was the heyday of Dutch
 commercial activities in the intra-Asian trade, while the eighteenth

 4 H. Furber, Rival Empires of Trade in the Orient, 60oo-800o (Univ. of Minnesota
 Press, Minneapolis, 1976); F. S. Gaastra, De Geschiedenis van de VOC (Fibula, Haar-
 lem, 1982); Kristof Glamann, Dutch-Asiatic Trade 1620-i740 (Nijhoff, 's-Gravenhage,
 1981).

 5 The Archives of the VOC are kept in the Algemeen Rijksarchief at The Hague.
 For an overall introduction see the special issue of Itinerario (i980), 4-2.
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 THE DUTCH EAST INDIA COMPANY, I635-I690
 TABLE I

 Dutch and English Bullion Flows to Asia (in millions of rixdollars)

 1650 1700 1750

 Holland 0.9 (0.5 deriving from Japan) 2 3
 England 0.5 1.5 2

 In the English figure for I650 some imports from the Levant and Persia have been
 included.

 century was the age of British hegemony in Eastern waters, is well
 illustrated by the divergent functions which the Dutch and English
 East India Companies respectively assigned to the China Sea trade
 within the total range of their activities in Asia. The principal motives
 behind Dutch and English ascendancy in Asian waters (if we may
 employ that term without attaching too much political importance to
 it) were quite different in character.6

 Originally the principal aim of the Dutch East India Company had
 been to acquire as much bullion as possible from the proceeds of its
 South China Sea Trade-which in the seventeenth century actually
 was focussed on Japan-for the purchase of Chinese and Indian tex-
 tiles; in other words, the VOC strove to finance its operations in Asia
 with Japanese silver and gold. At the end of the century this strategy
 proved to be no longer feasible. When the export of precious metals
 from Japan gradually dried up, the Dutch Company, just as her
 English sister had been forced to do from the outset, had to rely on
 a steady supply of bullion from Europe, as is attested by the late
 Artur Attman's figures on the Dutch and English bullion flows to
 Asia.7

 The mounting presence of English traders in the South China Sea,
 dating from the last decades of the seventeenth century, is commonly
 portrayed as a natural expansion of the Indian Ocean trade into East
 Asia. But even though there did indeed exist a centuries-old tradition
 of commercial exchange between West and South Asia and the Far
 East, it should be emphasized that the arrival of the first English,
 India-based merchants on the China coast in the I69os nonetheless

 heralded a new era of trade in which, initially relatively unimportant,
 commodities like opium and tea found new markets or outlets.

 6 For a comparison between the performances of the Dutch and English East
 India companies see L. Blusse, 'The Run to the Coast; English and Dutch Expansion
 in Asia during the Ancien Regime' in Itinerario (I988), XII-I: 195-214.

 7 Artur Attman, American Bullion in the European World Trade 60oo-1800 (KVVS,
 Goteborg, 1986), p. 75.
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 If by the end of the seventeenth century the Dutch Company had
 to withdraw from several areas in the intra-Asian trade and had

 become increasingly dependent on the supply of bullion from Europe,
 the position of the English Company in Asian commerce was actually
 buttressed up by the trading activities of independent English traders
 who amassed capital through intra-Asian trade. Because the latter
 could only sluice back their profits to England through letters of
 exchange drawn on the East India Company, which monopolized the
 transport link between England and India, in the eighteenth century
 this Company could tap sources of bullion in Asia itself.8 The rise of
 the country traders, who were instrumental in the opening up of
 these markets, and the resulting steep increase in supply and demand
 actually came to pose a formidable challenge to the traditional institu-
 tional set-up designed to regulate the maritime trade in the area
 and therefore enabled the English East India Company to move in.
 Historians of the swiftly-developing European trade with China
 during the eighteenth century, such as Morse, Chaudhuri and
 Dermigny, have all observed this trade from an evolutionary perspect-
 ive.9 As a result they have saddled us not only with the notion of a
 unilinear development of progressive Western influence in the Far
 Eastern theatre, but also with a Greater Indian Ocean world view in
 which the South China Sea is allotted only a subordinate position.
 This sweeping perspective may fit in well with theories of an emerging
 world system, but it nonetheless tends to distort our assessment of
 the actual historical developments in the preceding seventeenth cen-
 tury. As I shall presently show-and even Immanuel Wallerstein's
 views would concur on this'0-during the seventeenth century the
 China Sea was very much a 'Far Eastern Lake', or, even better, it
 was again turned into an Asian inner sea after the Western mercantile
 and military presence had temporarily been able to set their stamp

 8 'But the main method was for the Company's Treasury at Canton to accept
 specie from Country merchants which their Indian produce yielded, in return for
 Bills on the Court of Directors in London, or on the Government of Bengal . . .'.
 Michael Greenberg, British Trade and the Opening of China 1800-42 (Cambridge UP,
 Cambridge, 1951), p. 12.

 9 Hosea Ballou Morse, The Chronicles of the East India Company Trading to China 1635-
 1834 (5 vols, Reprint edition Ch'eng-Wen, Taipei, 1975); Louis Dermigny, La Chine
 et l'Occident, le commerce a Canton au XVIIIe siecle i7i9-1833 (3 vols, SEVPEN, Paris,
 I964); K. N. Chaudhuri, The Trading World of Asia and the English East India Company
 I660-I760 (Cambridge UP, Cambridge, 1978).

 '0 Immanuel Wallerstein, The Modern World System, Capitalist Agriculture and the
 Origins of the European World Economy in the Sixteenth Century (Academic Press, New
 York, 1974), p. 342.
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 THE DUTCH EAST INDIA COMPANY, 1635-I690

 on the area during the 'long sixteenth century', when China and
 Japan were at odds with each other and were embroiled in civil
 wars.1

 The Scene: The Watershed Malacca

 Where do the China Sea and the Indian Ocean, which so often are
 bracketed together, differ and what do they have in common? The
 traditional sea routes of the South China Sea and the East China Sea

 (which I consider a unity) connect tropical and non-tropical regions,
 while the much larger Indian Ocean shows less dramatic variations
 in climate. In contrast to the open Indian Ocean, the China Sea
 region has the closed configuration of an hour-glass-shaped inland
 sea rimmed on the western side by continental Asia and on the eastern
 side by a string of islands that fan out from Taiwan via the Ryukyu
 Islands to Japan in the north, and by way of the Philippines to the
 Indonesian Archipelago in the south. If we look at these two expanses
 of water from the cultural point of view, both Islam and Indian civil-
 ization have exerted great influence throughout the Indian Ocean,
 whereas the nations adjoining the South China Sea have lived to a
 greater or lesser degree under the Chinese cultural umbrella. What
 the Indian Ocean and the China Sea did (and still do) have in
 common was their access to South-East Asia. Their trade networks

 met in the maritime thoroughfares and on the isthmus of the Malay
 Peninsula where they interlocked and created staple markets.

 The Dutch arrived in Asia at the end of the sixteenth century. In
 1619 they deliberately chose to establish their headquarters, Batavia,
 at the crossroads of this intra-ocean traffic. For almost two centuries

 from this rendez-vous they ran and coordinated their shipping opera-
 tions in the Indian Ocean and the China Sea, adapting to the local
 power relations in both areas. In the Indian Ocean with their own
 vessels they succeeded in monopolizing the existing shipping links
 between the Indian Subcontinent and the Indonesian Archipelago,
 after trade factories had been established on both the Indian and

 Indonesian sides. In the China Sea the situation was quite different.
 Because free access to China's south-eastern ports was denied to them
 by the imperial government, the Dutch soon came to rely chiefly on

 " See L. Blusse, 'Le "Modern World System" et l'Extreme Orient, plaidoyer
 pour un seizieme siecle neglige' in Itinerario (I980), 4-I: 93-103.
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 LEONARD BLUSSE

 Chinese shipping to the Archipelago. The pattern of this traditional
 Chinese trade network can only be properly understood if studied
 within the historical setting of the China Sea trade.

 Eastern Searoute, Western Searoute

 As W. Somerset Maugham has observed so well in the opening lines
 of the 'Vessel of Wrath', a short story situated on an Indonesian
 island in the South China Sea, the easy way of discerning the distinct-
 ive world of the 'Eastern Seas' is to purchase the 'Sailing Directions'
 published by the Hydrographical Department by order of the Lords
 Commissioners of the Admiralty. 'But', Maugham hastens to add, 'it
 is not very safe to do so if you are a creature of settled habits, that
 you have no wish to disturb, or if you have an occupation that holds
 you fast to one place. These business-like books take you upon
 enchanted journeys of the spirit.'12

 Had Maugham known any Chinese and had he placed his plot in
 the seventeenth century, he might as well have consulted an early
 precursor of the Admiralty pilot: the Tung Hsi Yang K'ao, a Chinese
 manual of the South China Sea trade published in i617.13

 In this Chinese ruttier the same islands with their exotic products
 are described, strung like pearls on a string along the two trunk routes
 linking China with South-East Asia: the Tung (Eastern) and Hsi
 (Western) coastal routes which led from the port of Yiiehkang, in the
 province of Fuchien, via the Philippines in the East and the Indo-
 Chinese Peninsula in the West to the Indonesian Archipelago.

 By the end of the sixteenth century China's maritime trade to South
 East Asia had undergone a dramatic organizational change. Contrary
 to the earlier 'official' networks, which were organized by the Chinese
 authorities themselves, this network was operated by private traders.
 In the early years of the Ming dynasty (1405-33) the imperial court
 had sent no less than seven large armed fleets under the command
 of the eunuch, Cheng Ho, to South-East, South and West Asia in
 order to re-establish tributary relations with the overseas nations
 along the maritime silk route, because the Mongols continued to block

 12 W. Somerset Maugham, 'The Vessel of Wrath' in The Second Century of Humour
 (Hutchinson, London, n.d.), p. 26I.

 13 Chang Hsieh, Tung Hsi Yang k'ao, (An Investigation in the Eastern and Western
 Oceans) (Chung Hua press, Peking, I98I).
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 THE DUTCH EAST INDIA COMPANY, I635-I690

 the overland route. As a direct result of these missions some sixty
 Asian rulers did indeed begin to send tribute missions to south eastern
 ports in China on a more or less regular basis. Once it was being
 sufficiently supplied with tropical commodities by the barbarian
 envoys, the court, which objected to Chinese traders operating outside
 its political sway, reinforced earlier prohibitions against Chinese pri-
 vate traders venturing abroad. Why the court decided in the I430s
 to stop sending its own fleets abroad can only be answered cursorily
 here. 14

 Undoubtedly the dispatching of fleets of as many as two hundred
 vessels, manned with some 27,000 sailors, officials, artisans, artists,
 merchants and soldiers was a heavy burden, even for the Chinese
 Imperial Treasury. In addition to this, the military situation on the
 northern border deteriorated so quickly that all available resources
 had to be employed for defensive measures against the Mongol threat.
 Even the sailors of the imperial navy were withdrawn from coastal
 service and dispatched to the north-western frontier. It is sufficient
 to say, that by the fourth decade of the fifteenth century, the Middle
 Kingdom had turned its back on the sea. Yet it should be understood
 that the Chinese withdrawal from South-East Asia, however dramatic
 for all concerned, was essentially an official operation. Large numbers
 of Chinese merchants abroad refused to follow imperial orders and
 continued their trading activities in the Nanyang. Even though the
 imperial authorities tried their best to eradicate these illegal activities
 which ran counter to the national policy, private trade from Fuchien
 Province continued and mushroomed so extensively that by the
 middle of the Ming Dynasty an illegal trading network spread from
 Japan in the north to the Indonesian Archipelago in the south.'5

 Anti-piracy campaigns mounted in the coastal provinces during
 the decades I550 and I560 finally effectively sealed off the illegal
 arms trade with Japan where the civil war was raging, but at the
 same time reduced the coastal people of Fuchien to beggary, forcing
 them to seek refuge in the coastal waters. As a contemporary observer
 remarked, 'the stricter the prohibition was applied, the more piracy

 14 See Joseph Needham, Science and Civilisation in China (Cambridge U. P., Cam-
 bridge, vol. IV-3, 1971), 48i-9o; Paul Pelliot, 'Les grands voyages martimes chinois
 au debut du XVe siecle', in T'oung Pao (1933), XXX:237-452; 'Notes additionelles
 sur Tcheng Houo et ses voyages' in T'oung Pao (I933), XXXI:274-314; 'Encore a
 propos des voyages de Tcheng Houo' in T'oung Pao (I936), XXXII:2IO-22.

 15 Chang Pin-tsun, 'Chinese Maritime Trade: The Case of Sixteenth-Century Fu-
 chien', Ph.D. thesis Princeton I983.
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 increased'.16 These considerations moved the provincial government
 to beseech the court to lift the maritime prohibitions on the trade to
 South-East Asia, while maintaining the ban on navigation to strife-
 torn Japan. In 1567 the appeal by Governor T'u Tsemin was heeded:
 the emperor promulgated the partial lifting of the maritime prohibi-
 tions and permitted a licensed trade to the Nanyang.17
 In the preceding era of illegal trade, the port of Yiiehkang (Moon

 Harbour) on the lower reaches of the Nine Dragons River Delta had
 served both as the hide-out and headquarters for the smugglers. In
 order to gain full control of the licensed trade, the goverment therefore
 decided to concentrate all maritime trading activities at Yiiehkang,
 raising the town to the level of administrative centre and changing
 its name to Haich'eng.
 From I567 onwards every year licenses were issued to shipowners

 for the fitting out of ships for a round trip to South-East Asia. By the
 turn of the century the Yiiehkang trading network served all the main
 ports of the South China Sea, sending some two hundred junks out
 in a southerly direction on the north monsoon, immediately after the
 celebration of Chinese New Year, and then receiving them back again
 in early summer on the south monsoon, loaded with tropical
 products.18
 The booming trade at Yiiehkang not only benefitted the local popu-

 lation but also the administration. In 1575 the taxes collected
 amounted to some 6,ooo taels, and by I594 the proceeds had risen
 to 29,000 taels, reaching a peak of 35,000 taels in i6i3.19 In the
 meantime the imperial court had grown so envious of these locally
 collected taxes that the Wanli Emperor personally sent a eunuch,
 Kao Tsai, to Fuchien to supervise the tax system and skim away
 some of the profits of the Yiiehkang trade, which soon was nicknamed
 'the southern treasury of the emperor'.20

 16 T'ang Shu, Yii Lou Tsa-Lu (Various Records about the Defense against the
 Japanese Pirates) n.d.

 17 Bodo Wiethoff, Die chinesische Seeverbotspolitik und der private Uberseehandel von 1368
 bis 1567 (Hamburg, I963), p. I 3.
 18 The best succinct historical survey of the Tung Hsi Yang trade is without doubt

 Ts'ao Yungho, 'Chinese Overseas Trade in the late Ming Period', in Proceedings,
 International Association of Historians of Asia, Second Biennial Conference (Taipei, I962), p.
 429-57.

 19 Chang Hsieh, Tung Hsi Yang k'ao, chiian 7, p. 133. The author and Dr Zhuang
 Guotu of Amoy are presently preparing an annotated English translation of the Tung
 Hsi Yang k'ao.

 20 Chang Hsieh, ibidem, see third foreword by Chou Ch'i-yiian.
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 THE DUTCH EAST INDIA COMPANY, 1635-I690

 In order to gain a better understanding of the ins and outs of the
 maritime trading network, a local scholar of repute, Chang Hsieh,
 was commissioned to draw up a survey of the Nanyang trade. Chang
 Hsieh set to work with considerable zeal. Basing himself on official
 documents concerning the management of the Nanyang trade, as well
 as on geographical and historical information about South-East Asia
 obtained from the dynastic histories, ancient ruttiers, and geograph-
 ical descriptions, he was able to compile his study in just four months.
 The author systematically arranged the commercial activities under
 two headings: the Compass Needle Route of the Western Ocean (Hsi
 Yang) and the Compass Needle Route of the Eastern Ocean (Tung
 Yang). The eastern route ran from Mount T'aiwu in the Bay of Amoy
 via the P'enghu Archipelago to Luzon, from where it continued all
 the way to the Moluccan Islands; while the western route from the
 same starting point followed the western perimeter of the South China
 Sea, running via Champa, Cambodia, Siam, the Malay Peninsula
 and Sumatra to the north coast of Java, from where it branched out
 to Timor, which in turn was connected with the terminus of the
 Eastern route, the Spice Islands.

 The Eastern trunk route contained some 46 branches, most of them
 situated in the Philippines and the Sulu Archipelago, while the West-
 ern route had as many as I25 possible stop-overs. Apart from occa-
 sional political intervention by the imperial government, the Eastern
 and Western Ocean trading network as described by Chang Hsieh
 remained intact far into the nineteenth century.

 The trade routes in the East China Sea linking China and Japan
 were conspicuously absent in Chang Hsieh's work, however, because
 direct navigation between the two nations had been outlawed by the
 Ming imperial court in i549. Consequently from the Chiaching
 Period (1522--I566) onwards Chinese and Japanese traders were
 forced to meet each other in South-East Asian ports along the Tung
 and Hsi Yang routes.2' It is remarkable that the European maritime
 powers which managed to capture a share of the China Sea traffic in
 this particular period, all adjusted themselves to this existing trans-
 port situation: they either tried to link up their own shipping to the
 Tung Hsiyang network or turned the absence of a direct Asian nav-
 igation link between China and Japan to advantage by providing
 such a link, the Macao-Nagasaki connection being a case in point.

 21 Iwao Seiichi, Nanyo Nihonmachi no kenkyu (Research on the Japan-Towns in
 South-East Asia) (Iwanami, Tokyo, I966).
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 The European Expansion in the China Sea

 At the risk of stating the obvious let us briefly review the operations
 of the three main European actors on the scene: the Portuguese settled
 themselves in the Straits of Malacca close to the outer end of the Hsi

 Yang route as early as 5I I, and established trading posts at Macao
 (I557) and Nagasaki (I580). Thus they could control the main thor-
 oughfare between the Indian Ocean and the South China Sea. They
 collected tolls from the Asian maritime traffic sailing between the two
 seas, and established a durable link between India and China by
 sending several galleons a year in both directions. In addition the
 Great Ship of Amacon, plying between Macao and Nagasaki, con-
 nected the China market, in perpetual need ofJapanese silver bullion
 to grease its system of taxation, to the Japan market, craving in turn
 for silks, porcelain and other finished or semi-finished Chinese
 products.22

 The Spaniards situated themselves along the Tungyang route by
 establishing their headquarters in Asia at Manila in I57I and gave
 a further boost to the existing Tungyang traffic by importing South
 American silver in order to purchase silk from the Chinese maritime
 traders. Considering that the Tung Hsiyang system was actually
 shaped in its fully fledged and officially approved form after I567,
 while European expansion into the South China Sea was mounting,
 it may even have been institutionalized as an answer to the Spanish
 and Portuguese presence in East Asian waters.23

 When the Dutch arrived in South-East Asia (1596) some thirty
 years later, the Chinese, Spanish and Portugese trading networks
 were in full interaction and operation. The newcomers quite con-
 sciously kept their distance from the Portuguese at Malacca and situ-
 ated their own headquarters in South-East Asia close to the only
 other thoroughfare between the Indian Ocean and the South China
 Sea, the Sunda Strait (which was not Portuguese controlled). Newly
 established Batavia (i619) soon replaced nearby Banten as the ter-
 minus of the Hsiyang route. The first Dutchmen in Japan arrived
 just in time to witness the epoch-making battle at Sekigahara (i60o)

 22 C. R. Boxer, The Great Ship from Amacon (Instituto Cultural de Macau, Macau,
 1988).

 23 William Lytle Schurz, The Manila Galleon (Dutton, New York, 1939). Chuan
 Hansheng, 'The Inflow of American Silver into China from the Late Ming to the
 Mid-Ch'ing Period', in Journal of the Institute of Chinese Studies of the Chinese University
 ofHongkong (JICS) i969, II-i: 57-79; 'The Trade between China and the Philippines
 during the Late Ming Period', in (JICS) 1968, I: 27-50.
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 THE DUTCH EAST INDIA COMPANY, I635-I690 6i

 and, according to one apocryphal source, guns borrowed from their
 ship De Liefde may even have helped Togukawa Ieyasu gain the day.24
 Yet the first VOC factory in Japan, the comptoir at Hirado, was not
 inaugurated until nine years later in I609.25 At the same time Dutch
 trading factories were being planted by a process of trial and error
 elswhere along the Hsi Yang route, including Sonkhla and Pattani
 on the Malay Peninsula, and Ayutthaya in Siam. After several
 attempts to gain footholds in Kuangtung and Fuchien Provinces had
 failed in I624, the Dutch set up quarters on the sandspit of Taiwan
 on the west coast of Formosa, which, because it was still outside the
 jurisdiction of the Chinese Empire, had been used as a trading beach
 by Japanese and Chinese smugglers during the past decades. Here
 Zeelandia Castle was built. After suffering some initial setbacks, a
 durable trading link was established with Fuchien in 1633, thus enab-
 ling the VOC to initiate a triangular trade between China, Formosa
 and Japan.26

 The Dutch-Iberian Confrontation, 1600-I640

 All the above-mentioned settlements served as the corner-stones for

 the long-range trading strategies which the three European maritime
 powers each developed in the China Sea area to tap the regional
 resources. Because these strategies were directly related to the pro-
 longed independence struggle between the Dutch and the Spanish
 Habsburg monarchy, a considerable amount of infighting occurred
 in the China Sea between the Spaniards and the Portuguese on the
 one side and the Dutch interlopers on the other side. The VOC, after
 all, was designed as an instrument both of trade and of war.

 Attempts undertaken by the VOC between 1620 and I630 to dis-
 lodge the Spaniards from the Philippines or to isolate Manila from
 the Tungyang trade of Fuchien failed for two principal reasons.
 Firstly: the relative strength of Spanish military power in Luzon could
 not be overcome and, secondly, the resilient Chinese network, which
 desperately needed the Mexican silver for its own operations, played
 tricks on the Dutch. Initial Dutch attempts on Manila were
 repeatedly beaten off and the Chinese traders outwitted the aggressor

 24 A. C. D. de Graeff(ed.), Van Vriend tot Vijand (Elsevier, Amsterdam, 1945), p. 13.
 25 W. Z. Mulder, Hollanders in Hirado (Fibula, Haarlem, n.d.).
 26 L. Blusse, Tribuut aan China (Cramwinckel, Amsterdam, I989).
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 simply by replacing their large, slow junks by small, swift wankangs,
 which outmanoeuvred and outran the Dutch ships. The tide of further
 Spanish expansion into the Moluccas was, however, effectively
 stemmed.27

 Dutch efforts to counter, even dismantle, Portuguese power in the
 Far East were more successful. The latter, after having been chased
 from the Moluccas by the Dutch, were forced to withdraw from
 Deshima Island at Nagasaki in 1639, leaving the Japanese market to
 their arch-enemies. Two years later, in i641, the Portuguese even
 had to surrender Malacca to the Dutch, and thereby lost their last
 effective foothold in South-East Asia. Once the Dutch had gained
 control of the Straits of Malacca, they became the predominant West-
 ern maritime power in the region.
 I should like to take this moment as the beginning of the period

 that will be scrutinized in more detail in the present essay. By I641
 the Dutch had emerged victorious from their power struggle with
 the Iberians, and their protracted process of familiarization with the
 markets in the region had by then largely been completed. All signs
 augured a bright future. Two epochal occurrences, however, were to
 tear a rent in the sails of commerce: the civil war which presently
 engulfed China and the process of state formation in Japan, as the
 Bakuhan taisei, aimed at achieving politico-economic autarky, was
 gradually put into effect.

 The Rhythm of the Market

 As W. H. Moreland indicated long ago, the Dutch, beginning with
 their direct purchase of spices for Europe, were gradually led to
 engage in nearly every important line of commerce throughout Asian
 waters.28 Indian textiles were brought to the Indonesian Archipelago
 to purchase spices. The same held true of Chinese silk which was in
 great demand in Japan and was the second most lucrative product
 on the European market. The purchase of silk also depended on a
 widely spread supply network of commodities to be bartered for it:
 tropical products such as pepper, spices and sandalwood were sup-
 plied via the Hsi Yang trunk route from South-East Asia and silver
 was either brought directly from Europe, or purchased in Japan.

 27 D. A. Sloos, De Nederlanders in de Philippijnse wateren voor 1626 (Amsterdam, I898).
 28 W. H. Moreland, From Akbar to Aurangzeb. A Study in Indian Economic History

 (Macmillan, London, 1923), p. 66.
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 The Dutch East India Company possessed no extensive territory
 of its own in the South China Sea region, except for Batavia, the
 Moluccas and Taiwan (lost in 1662 to the Ming loyalist, Cheng
 Ch'engkung), which indeed were ruled as colonies. As a result the
 Dutch lacked political leverage in the area. The monopolistic or mon-
 opsonistic privileges the VOC obtained-if there ever really were
 any-were at best limited to concessions made by sovereign rulers
 who provided them either in order to promote their nation's maritime
 exports or to line their personal purses. VOC operations in the South
 China Sea (with the exception of a hefty amount of bullion imported
 from Europe) thus remained encapsulated in the exchange of tradi-
 tional regional products. In other words, as far as the South China
 Sea trade was concerned, the VOC's operations remained confined
 to the level of the rising and falling tide of the trade cycles in the
 area. Even in Batavia and Taiwan, where the Dutch were in firm
 political control, their grip on the trade, carried out by Chinese vessels
 to these places, remained rather weak. As I have shown in a recent
 study, throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the VOC
 administration in Batavia, which also happened to be the terminus
 of the Chinese Hsi Yang route, was in a perpetual quandary over
 how to cope with the clash between its own interests as a trading
 company and territorial ruler on the one hand and those of the
 Chinese maritime traders from Fuchien, who were indispensable for
 the well-being of the town, on the other.29

 Even if the Dutch 'did not intrude a new element on the Asian

 scene', as Immanuel Wallerstein has rightly observed,30 they nonethe-
 less contributed in their own way to the emergence of a Japanese
 world order alongside that of China from i3Gconwards. Through
 their entrepot at Taiwan they could compete with the Portuguese
 trade between Macao and Nagasaki. The VOC jumped at the oppor-
 tunity of incorporating the trading links between Japan and the Indo-
 Chinese ports shortly after in 1636 the Shogunate issued the Kaikin
 Edicts aimed at prohibiting all Japanese overseas navigation. The
 flourishing Nihon machi orJapanese towns at Ayutthaya (Siam), Tour-
 ane, Kangnan and Faifo in Quinam and Tonkin, as well as a settle-
 ment along the Mekong river, north of Phnompenh, were temporarily
 helped out by VOC ships, which replaced the so-called go-shuinsen or

 29 See: 'The VOC and the Junk Trade to Batavia: A Problem in Administrative
 Control' in Leonard Blusse, Strange Company (Foris Publications, Dordrecht, 1986),
 P. 97-155.

 30 Wallerstein, The Modern World System, p. 342.
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 vermillion-pass-ships from Japan. Suffice to say that the Dutch, by
 softening the first blow of the Kaikin Edicts on the Japanese import
 sector (thus giving it time to adjust itself to a more autarkic economic
 policy), fulfilled a lubricating function as a new Japanese world order
 took form.

 These reflections on the resilience and vitality of Chinese tradi-
 tional overseas trading networks, as well as the conclusions drawn
 from the intermediary role that the Dutch played in the reconstruc-
 tion of the Japanese political economy serve to show that the VOC,
 even if it was a formidable maritime power, still had to adjust to the
 markets and the shifting balances of power in the area. Under these
 conditions there was little room left to the Dutch for possible modi-
 fications in the organization of production and procurement in the
 different regions. Paradoxically this makes the study of overall per-
 formance of the VOC in the China Sea region between 1635 and
 I690 an interesting one; for what better indicator of continuity and
 change of the Eastern market could the historian select than a 'multi-
 national' trading company that has to dance to the tune of the
 market?

 I635-I640, The Honeymoon Years

 In 1633 Zeelandia Castle on Taiwan enjoyed its first year of signific-
 ant trade with China and Japan. After years of quarrelling and
 fighting with the Fuchienese authorities, an understanding was
 reached and at long last a steady supply of silk seemed secured for
 the Dutch. Almost simultaneously a trade embargo, which the
 Japanese had imposed in I629 on account of an altercation between
 Dutch and Chinese merchants at Taiwan, was lifted so that the VOC
 could effectively participate in the China-Japan trade.31 Taiwan, stra-
 tegically situated at the narrowest point of the China Sea, soon grew
 into the entrepot for the Company's activities in East Asian waters
 as Cheng Chih-lung, the local strong man at Amoy, started to deliver
 silk at Zeelandia Castle. A direct consequence of the development of
 the silk trade via Taiwan was the reopening in 1633 of the trade
 factory at Ayutthaya, which had been closed in 1629 because of its
 loss-incurring operations. Cambodia and Quinam (1636), as well as

 31 L. Blusse, 'Justus Schouten en de Japanse gijzeling', in Nederlandse Historische
 Bronnen V (Verloren, Hilversum 1985), p. 69- o0.
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 TABLE 2

 Imports at Hirado 1635-1640 (in Dutch guilders)

 Year Total import Raw silk Silk products

 1635 f ,000, 117 f 638,881 64% f 216,203 20%
 1636 1,5 7,o62 921,991 6i% 404,276 27%
 1637 2,387,865 891,9I6 37% 1,202,459 50%
 1638 3,576,698 1,567, 37 44% 1,536,699 43%
 1639 3,351,834 767,021 23% 2,24I,I88 69%

 I635-40 fII,833,516 f4,806,946 40% f5,6oo,825 47%

 Tonkin (I639), soon followed suit when the Japanese Kaikin cleared
 the way for Dutch shipping to substitute the Japanese go-shuin trade
 to these Hsi-Yang route ports. Apart from products destined for the
 Japanese market such as deerskins, ray-skins, timber, ivory, and
 ingredients for the preparation of dyes (e.g. sandalwood), these trad-
 ing ports also provided goods for Batavia. For some time Cambodia
 served as Batavia's granary, while Siam and Quinam mainly pro-
 vided timber and other forest products. During these five years the
 greatest booster of the Dutch network, however, was the booming
 silk trade carried out by Chinese merchants between Fuchien and
 the VOC entrep6t at Taiwan, whence it was shipped by VOC ships
 to Hirado in Japan. The share of the Tonkin silk trade (2-300,000
 guilders on a yearly basis) amounted to no more than Io% of all silk
 trade at the Hirado factory. As Table 2 shows, considerable fluctu-
 ations occurred in the proportion of raw silk and silk products.32 On
 an average the silk imports amounted to some 88% of all Dutch
 imports into Japan. In terms of value the turnover of deerskins from
 Taiwan, Siam and Cambodia (4%), ray-skins from Siam and Cam-
 bodia (i%), sugar, sappanwood and spices some 2%, altogether rep-
 resented only 7% of all commercial transactions at the Hirado fact-
 ory. The remaining 5% consisted of European products such as
 Dutch cloth and Neurenberger pedlary. The fast-rising export from
 Hirado consisted almost entirely of silver. In 1638 and 1639 the
 Hirado factory exported Japanese silver to an amount of resp.
 f 570,000-andf 1,228,350,-outside the China Sea area, while the
 rest was ploughed back into the trade within the China Sea region.

 32 These and the following figures were directly computed from all shipping figures
 from the Overgekomen Brieven en Papieren series and the Archief van de Nederlandsefactorij
 in Japan i60o9-860 by research students during the seminar 'Markt en macht in het
 Chinese Zeegebied' under the direction of Prof. P. W. Klein and myself.
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 TABLE 3
 Silver Exports from Hirado 1635-1639

 I635-35 fi,292,279,-
 I636 2,143,200,-
 1637 3,385,800,-
 1638 4,890,600,-
 1639 7, 47,800,-

 No wonder the Governor-General and Council in Batavia agreed that
 the trade with China and Japan had grown into 'the principal trade
 in the Indies' for the VOC.33

 On an average some 22 Dutch ships were involved annually in the
 China Sea trade in the I635-I640 period.

 I640-1649. The Fall of the Ming Dynasty and the Tonkin
 Bulge

 The opening years of this decade witnessed some important changes.
 In I641 the Dutch trade factory was forced to move its operations
 from Hirado to the Island of Deshima in Nagasaki Bay, which had
 been evacuated by the Portuguese. The Bakufu, strengthening its grip
 on imports, now also submitted the Dutch silk trade to the same
 pancada or itowappu system of purchase, which it had applied to the
 Portuguese, and fixed the price of silk on an annual basis. In addition
 to this, the export of Japanese copper was forbidden between 1637
 and I646, because this had resulted in a shortage of coinage on the
 domestic market.

 Table 4 shows that in I640 Dutch trade with Japan reached its
 peak, just before it was submitted to the newly issued decrees. In the
 years that followed the import and export figures steadied respectively
 at around one million guilders.

 Even though Malacca had been conquered from the Portuguese in
 I641, this did not necessarily mean that the latter's role in the China
 Sea theatre was played out: all the Dutch personnel at the Cambodian
 factory were murdered in a Portuguese plot after a usurper had
 mounted the throne in I642.34 Immediate closure was the result. In

 33 Kristof Glamann, 'The Dutch East India Company's Trade in Japanese Copper
 I645-I736' in Scandinavian Economic History Review 1953), p. 45.

 34 E. J. M. Buch, De Oost-Indische Compagnie en Quinam (H. J. Paris, Amsterdam,
 I929, p. IOI.
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 TABLE 4

 Imports and Exports at Deshima, 1760-i649 (in Dutch guilders)

 Year Imports Exports

 I640 6,355,569 4,358,254
 1641 1,022,908 3,028,89
 I642 1,022,908 1,171,861
 I643 529,357 1,639, I45
 I644 1,251,416 1,192,697
 I645 1,430,583 2,423,7 6
 I646 704,765 1,858,521
 1647 6 11,65 1,045,883
 1648 961,235 1,270,315
 I649 1,358,554 1,333,I4I

 Siam VOC trade was hindered by royal monopolies and suffered
 considerable losses in the textile trade because of stiff competition
 from Indian merchants from Coromandel, who dominated the over-
 land trade at the Isthmus of Kra, and Chinese merchants who under-
 cut the more expensive Company merchandise.35 Siamese export
 products therefore had to be bartered for Japanese silver, which the
 Dutch merchants would have liked to reserve for their business

 dealings with Fuchien.
 In I64I Cheng Chihlung, the main supplier of silk from Fuchien,

 inaugurated a direct trade link with Japan bypassing Taiwan so that
 the VOC had to look for other suppliers of silk. It found these in the
 surviving Japanese trading community in Tonkin, which managed to
 keep a firm grip in the region on the procurement of raw silk for
 export purposes. Although the total Dutch import of silk into Japan
 decreased in the I64OS by as much as 78% because of the restrictive
 measures of the Shogunate, the quantity of silk imported from Tonkin
 nearly doubled, thus saving the Company's silk supply to Japan.36
 Since the silk trade with China had collapsed, the junk shipping
 between Taiwan and Fuchien, apart from providing modest quantit-
 ies of gold for the Coromandel market, now mainly served local
 interests.

 35 George Vinal Smith, The Dutch in Seventeenth-Century Thailand (Centre for S. E.
 Asian Studies, Special Report i6, Northern Illinois University, 1977), p. 62.

 36 P. W. Klein, 'De Tonkinees-Japanse zijdehandel van de Verenigde Oost Indis-
 che Compagnie en het inter-Aziatische verkeer in de I7e eeuw' in Bewogen en bewegen.
 De historicus in het spanningsveld tussen Economie en Cultuur (Album Amicorum aange-
 boden aan Prof. dr H. F. J. M. van den Eerenbeemt, Gianotten, Tilburg, 1986), pp.
 152-77.
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 The I64os saw the rise of Taiwan as an exporter of deerskins and
 sugar, when deerhunting intensified and the development of sugar
 plantations started to bear fruit. During this decade an average of 26
 VOC ships were annually plying the South China Sea area, half of
 them calling and transshipping at Taiwan, thereby underlining the
 entrepot function of this settlement. Nine of these ships called annu-
 ally at Japan.

 I650-I659 The Bengal Connection

 In between I64I and I654 the VOC trade between Tonkin and Japan
 reached its zenith. Of the 12.8 million guilders' worth of commodities
 which the company imported into Japan in this period, some seven
 million guilders' worth (54%) consisted of silk and silk cloth. About
 half this sum, 3.5 million guilders, represented raw silk (80%) and silk
 cloth (20%) imports form Tonkin. In the mid-i65os Bengal replaced
 Tonkin as the chief supplier of silk for the VOC trade in Japan,
 because during this decade the purchase price of Bengal raw silk
 decreased fromf 5.89 per pound in I65 tof 2.68 per pound in I659.
 By contrast the price of the Tonkin raw silk rose from f 2.38 per
 pound tof 4.97 per pound and thereby lost its competitive edge. In
 this decade the export of silver from Japan remained stable at
 f 1,340,500-f I,375,750, on an annual basis.37
 In i655 the trade in Tonkin met with such hardships that it even

 came to a full stop that year.38 In order to secure the purchase of silk
 and other textiles the VOC therefore started to ship Japanese silver
 to Bengal from i656 onwards. Only one year later the Gentlemen
 XVII deemed this trade so profitable that they called it 'the milch-
 cow' of the VOC's intra-Asian trade.39 This implies that the VOC
 trade in the China Sea lost its closed circuit character as the Company
 was forced to modify the organization of the procurement of silk.
 After the embargo was lifted in I646, copper became a rapidly rising
 export commodity from Japan: (1652: 4000 piculs, I658: 2,00ooo

 37 Letter of I9-I-I654 in W. Ph. Coolhaas, Generale Missiven, vol. II, p. 698.
 38 Letters of 12-7-1655 and I-2-I656 in W. Ph. Coolhaas, Generale Missiven, vol.

 III, p. 2 and 69.
 39 Letter to G. G. and Council, d.d. 9-o1-I657 in KITLV manuscript collection

 Leiden, H 45.
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 piculs).40 The annual profits of the Japan trade in this decade were
 still valued at a Ioo%.

 Taiwan and Siam remained important within the China Sea net-
 work as suppliers of deerskins and ray-skins, which were all exported
 to Japan. Taiwanese sugar was exported to Persia as well as to Japan
 yielding profits of respectively 96% and 25%.41 The decade I650-
 1659 witnessed a slight decrease in shipping. Some 20 VOC ships
 annually plied the waters of the China Sea.

 The Loss of the China Market I660-I669

 This decade commenced with the devastating loss of Taiwan. Zeelan-
 dia Castle was surrendered on February i, 1662, after a siege of nine
 months, to the Ming loyalist warlord Cheng Ch'engkung who had
 crossed the Strait after having suffered severe losses on the mainland.
 The loss of the Taiwan entrepot--the Dutch remorsefully spoke of
 Neglected Formosa-played havoc with the VOC South China Sea net-
 work, which had been so painstakingly built up over the years. In
 1663, the Governor-General and Council in Batavia decided to abol-
 ish their trading post at Ayutthaya. Not only had the connection
 between Siam and Japan become a losing proposition now that
 Taiwan was lost, but from I657 onwards King Narai had also begun
 to undercut the VOC trade between his capital and Nagasaki by
 sending (Chinese manned) junks of his own to Japan. In I664 the
 Supreme Government reconsidered its decision when the king prom-
 ised an export monopsony on deerskins, thereby providing the Com-
 pany with a steady source of income for its Ayutthaya factory.42

 In Amsterdam the directors of the Company wondered whether
 the Tonkin factory should not be abolished. It was observed that in
 I658 the profits on the sale of Tonkin silk in Japan had amounted to
 a miserly 29%, while 'in order to keep ships in operation in these tight
 waters and to provide for the rich presents' the Tonkinese authorities
 demanded, a profit margin of at least 60% should be achieved.43
 There were some complaints that the Tonkin silk market was a very

 40 See 0. Nachod, die Beziehungen der Niederldndischen Ostindischen Kompagnie zu Japan
 im siebzehnten Jahrhundert (Leipzig, 1897), p. 358, Beilage 63, p. CCVIII.

 41 Letter Gentlemen Seventeen 16-4-1658 in KITLV, H 45.
 42 Smith, The Dutch in Seventeenth-Century Thailand, p. 37-9.
 43 Letter Gentlemen Seventeen I6-4-I660 in KITLV, H 45.
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 insecure one. There were often shortages of silk on account of natural
 disasters such as droughts and floods. On the other hand, the Chinese
 and other competitors also kept driving up the purchase price to the
 detriment of the Dutch, and in the rare event that the Company
 succeeded in transporting large quantities of Tonkin silk to Japan,
 the market was inevitably flooded, which resulted in meagre profits.44
 One cannot help commenting here that all these complaints would
 seem to amount to no more than the usual risks which every busi-
 nessman has to face. This may actually also have been the general
 feeling of the Batavian Government when it received the letter, for the
 Governor-General and Council decided to keep operations in Tonkin
 running.

 The i66os were characterized by costly and in hindsight quite fruit-
 less Dutch activities in China to obtain revenge for the loss of Taiwan.
 Several years in succession armed fleets were sent to Fuchou under
 the command of Admiral Balthazar Bort to join forces with the Ch'ing
 army in its struggle with the remaining troops of Cheng Ch'engkung
 and his allies in Fuchien. As John E. Wills, who has studied Sino-
 Dutch relations in the i66os in detail, has clearly pointed out, neither
 these expeditions nor the Dutch embassy to Peking of Van Hoorn
 (1666) nor the endless pourparlers at Fuchou to obtain free trade
 with China yielded any result.45 The Chinese junk trade to Batavia
 almost came to a standstill due to the scorched earth policies and
 maritime prohibitions issued by the Ch'ing government to hit the
 finances of the Cheng forces, who relied on the profits of the trade
 with Japan and South-East Asia to finance their military campaigns.

 The imports and exports of Japan, on which the South China Sea
 trade of the VOC now became focussed, fluctuated during this decade
 between 1.5 million and 2.5 million guilders. The profit margin
 gradually decreased to 50% which was just o% above the minimum
 level for keeping operations running. Yet there were some interesting
 developments occurring in the export package of Deshima. After
 silver, copper and gold gained relative importance. Copper, with an
 export figure of somef 400,ooo.--in these years, was in great demand
 in the intra-Asian trade and also in the Dutch Republic. The metal
 was even stowed as ballast (instead of stones) in the homewardbound
 vessels. Gold, which was mainly needed in Coromandel, now became
 so abundantly available in Japan, the west coast of Sumatra and

 44 Letter 7-I 1-1665, ibidem.
 45 John E. Wills, Pepper, Guns and Parleys, the Dutch East India Company and China,

 1662-1681 (Harvard U. P., Cambridge Mass. I974).
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 Malacca that no further supply was needed from Europe. 'If we could
 only enjoy the same phenomenon with silver' the Gentlemen Seven-
 teen wrote exultantly on August 22, I668 to Batavia.46 Little did they
 know that at exactly the same moment the Shogunal government had
 issued an embargo on the export of silver!

 The loss of Taiwan resulted in a steep decline in the China Sea
 based shipping of the VOC. On an average 13 ships sailed annually
 in the area; of the eight vessels with destination Japan, four to five
 sailed straight for India on the way back. In the i66os the Japan
 trade was thus tied up with the trade in the Westerkwartieren, i.e. the
 comptoirs in the Indian Subcontinent.

 The Beginning of the Copper Age I670-i680

 Even though King Narai of Siam had granted the Dutch a monopsony
 on the deerskin trade, trade conditions at the Ayutthaya factory did
 not necessarily improve. In I671 the Company had to write off bad
 debts to the amount of 62,191 guilders.47 Fortunately this pill was
 slightly gilded by the acquisition of another privilege from the king:
 the monopoly on the tin trade at Ligor.48 As a result of this measure
 the bulk of the trade with Siam was redirected to Batavia, although
 some of the ships en route to Japan would still call at Ayutthaya to
 load deerskins and cow-hides. The 6i % profit achieved at the sales

 of the hides in Japan was not quite enough to warrant the trade in
 this extremely bulky merchandise, but it was agreed that a loaded
 ship was better than an empty one if it had to sail to Japan anyway.49

 The Japanese import and export market itself underwent far-
 reaching changes in this decade as the Bakufu further limited the
 conditions of trade. Only four years after the export of silver had
 been forbidden-a shock which the VOC cushioned by continuing
 its export of gold to Coromandel-the price of the gold koban was
 raised so high as to render its export unprofitable. Whereas the koban
 had been valued at 5.6 taels of silver in 1669, its price was pushed
 up to 6.8 taels in I672.50 These were not the only ways in which the
 Bakufu hoped to deal with the intertwined problems of the inflation

 46 KITLV, H 45.
 47 Letter Gentlemen Seventeen I5-5-i671, KITLV, H 45.
 48 Smith, The Dutch in Seventeenth-Century Thailand, p. 67.
 49 Letter Gentlemen Seventeen, d.d. i-i I-I678, KITLV, H 45.
 50 Prakash, The Dutch East India Company and the Economy of Bengal, p. 129.
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 of the price of imported goods and the excessive outflow of silver and
 gold. It also introduced a new system of trade called the taxatiehandel
 or appraised trade by the Dutch and shiho baibai (market trade) by
 the Japanese. This price-setting device, which somewhat resembled
 the itowappu of the past, set the prices of all import goods. Inevitably
 the profit margins of the Dutch trade at Deshima declined. In the
 I67os the Silver and Golden Ages of the Japan trade came to an end
 and as it was later observed by Company officials, the Copper Age
 now set in. This copper trade remained quite considerable-in 1677
 no less than I7,035 piculs (about I042 tons) were exported-so that
 even at the beginning of the so-called Copper Age the Gentlemen
 Seventeen still deemed the Japan trade of such crucial importance
 that without it (the copper trade) they feared to be unable to provide
 the Indies with sufficient capital.51
 The number of ships visiting Japan on an annual basis in this

 decade dropped to four. In I67I direct trade of VOC ships between
 Tonkin and Japan was halted, and from I675 onwards the Tonkin
 factory, which by then mainly purchased locally-made pelang (silk
 cloth) for the Dutch market, became a loss-making trading post, turn-
 ing from an asset into a liability. On the China coast the pourparlers
 with the local authorities continued with some occasional trade going
 on at Fuchou.

 More spectacular were the developments in the Chinese junk and
 freeburgher trade between Batavia and Canton. As soon as the mari-
 time prohibitions were slackened in the late i67os, the supply of
 Chinese merchandise to Batavia increased dramatically.

 1680-1689 The Curtain Falls

 A chain of important events marks this decade. Events occurred inde-
 pendently at different, often distant, places but, nonetheless, were
 related to each other in their after-effects.

 In I682 VOC troops intervened in the succession struggle in
 Banten, the only remaining rival port in the Archipelago, and brought
 the sultanate under its own sway. All foreign competitors were now
 banished from western Java, including the English who had used
 Banten as a springboard for their operations in the China Sea, or else
 they had to trade at Batavia.

 51 Letter Gentlemen Seventeen, d.d. 2I-I--I674, in KITLV, H 45.
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 Only one year later Taiwan was conquered by the Ch'ing forces
 under General Shih Lang. The fall of this last bulwark of Ming resist-
 ance in I683 and its incorporation into the Chinese Empire at long
 last enabled the Chinese government to liberalize the overseas junk-
 trade of Kuangtung and Fuchien to South-East Asia. A system of
 licensed shipping was inaugurated, resembling the Tung-Hsiyang
 network which Chang Hsieh had described sixty years earlier, this
 time also allowing vessels from coastal provinces other than Fuchien
 to participate in the trade.52 Batavia was the first to gain from the new
 developments. Presently Chinese junks started to sail to the VOC's
 headquarters in ever larger numbers. By I685 its roadstead was
 already being visited by fifteen junks.

 The concomitant increase of junk shipping from China to Japan
 led to the issuing of new restrictive measures by the Shogunate. The
 Chinese had found a loophole in the shiho baibai. By keeping the
 supply of imported goods scarce at the beginning of the trading
 season, they forced the Japanese authorities to fix high prices, and
 then, once the prices were set, imported goods in enormous quantities.
 Therefore in i685 the Shogunate had to change policy once more and
 decreed the so-called limited trade system, which fixed a ceiling for all
 trade in Nagasaki: 300,000 taels or 1,150,000 guilders for the Dutch
 and twice as much for the Chinese. Elsewhere in the China Sea factor-

 ies the VOC trade was slackening too.53 The Company's trade at
 Ayutthaya was thrown into disarray as a result of the machinations of
 Constantin Phaulkon, the Greek deputy phra-khlang or Foreign Trade
 Minister of King Narai, who favoured the English.54 The Tonkin
 factory remained a loss-incurring operation but the Gentlemen Seven-
 teen advised keeping its doors open, if only to prevent the other Euro-
 peans from grabbing the trade which the VOC would give up.55

 The Balance of Trade

 As we have seen, the story of the Company's activities in the South
 China Sea in the second half of the seventeenth century is a tale of

 52 Ng Chin-keong, Trade and Society. The Amoy Network on the China Coast 1683-1735
 (Singapore University Press, Singapore, I983), p. 67.

 53 Robert LeRoy Innes, 'The Door Ajar: Japan's Foreign Trade in the Seventeenth
 Century', unpublished dissertation, University of Michigan I980, p. 319.

 34 Smith, The Dutch in Seventeenth-Century Thailand, p. 43-4.
 5" Letter Gentlemen Seventeen, 8-Io-I685, KITLV, H 45.
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 declining profits. But there was another side to the coin. As Glamann,
 Furber and others have pointed out, in the same period a rapid Dutch
 expansion in the Indian Ocean trade occurred. We could perhaps
 say that the decline of the VOC's China Sea trade was inversely
 proportional to the expansion of the VOC trade in the Indian Ocean.
 When the sources of silver and gold in Japan dried up in the I67os,
 Surat and even Persia temporarily stepped in as suppliers of these
 precious metals; Persian gold was sent to Malabar and Coromandel,
 while Surat provided silver originating from its Red Sea trade. But
 all this turned out to be a make-shift policy: by the beginning of the
 I69os the Gentlemen Seventeen had to face reality. Confronted with
 a trade ceiling in Japan and the annual trading expeditions with low
 profit margins to China, in 1687 the Governor-General and Council
 once more sent an embassy to Peking to ask for a stable framework
 within which the Dutch trade with China could be reorganized, now
 that Taiwan had been incorporated. When Ambassador Vincent
 Paats returned empty-handed, the decision was not hard to make.56
 By the late i68os Batavia was annually served by large fleets of junks
 bringing ample supplies of Chinese merchandise.57

 In i688 war broke out with France (the Nine Years' War) with
 the immediate result that an acute shortage of Dutch tonnage was
 created. Ships were needed to escort the shipping in the Indian Ocean
 which lay open to French privateers. Given the shortage of Dutch
 shipping at the time it made more sense to employ ships in the Indian
 Ocean trade than to send them on trading expeditions to the China
 coast where they were subjected to high tolls and the exactions and
 whims of local mandarins. The Gentlemen Seventeen heartily con-
 curred with the decision of the Batavian Government to stop sending
 ships to China: 'By opening up Batavia (to the Chinese junk trade)
 we can obtain as many or even more Chinese goods than in China
 itself at the expense of much effort, costs and tolls', they remarked.58

 Conclusion

 Two political developments in the Far East which occurred around
 the middle of the seventeenth century, shaped the international trade

 56 J. Vixseboxse, Een Hollandsch Gezantschap naar China in de zeventiende Eeuw (1685-
 i687) Brill, Leiden, 1946).

 57 See Blusse, Strange Company, p. 121-4.
 58 Letter Gentlemen Seventeen, 30-9-I689.
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 relations in the South China Sea region for many years to come: the
 Manchu conquest of China and the realization of a separate Japanese
 world order. Both movements, endogenous by nature, had a tremend-
 ous impact on the structure of international trade in the area. After
 grabbing the throne in I644 the Manchu government, with variable
 success, kept its Chinese subjects from engaging in overseas trade
 until, in the i68os, the last remnants of Ming resistance had been
 extirpated; from the I63os onwards step by step the Tokugawa
 Bakufu created a fundamentally different politico-economic structure
 in Japan, bringing about a new Japanese world order alongside the
 traditional Chinese one. Against this background the activities of the
 VOC in the South China Sea during this period should be observed.

 VOC trade in the China Sea was at the mercy of the developments
 on the Japanese market. Dutch trading links with the China market
 were dominated by the traditional Chinese overseas commercial net-
 works which served Batavia and Taiwan, while from the late i63os
 onwards Dutch involvement in countries like Tonkin, Quinam and
 Cambodia was aimed at filling the void created by the disappearance
 of the go-shuinsen network. Monopolizing by local rulers and competi-
 tion from Asian traders, however, pushed the VOC out of the piece-
 goods trade in all these regions, with the exception ofJapan. By 1690
 the silk trade of Bengal, combined with imports from China delivered
 by the revived junk shipping to Batavia, was quite sufficient to meet
 the VOC demand for silk.

 To return to the question that I raised in the introduction to this
 paper: if we observe the financial reorganization of the Japanese
 import and export economy which, by means of the itowappu and shiho
 baibai systems, resulted in fixed import and export ceilings, then it
 may safely be said that Dutch trade was curtailed by these institu-
 tional changes of a structural nature. Furthermore, intense rivalry
 and competition by Asian traders rendered Dutch trade in the region
 unprofitable, unless it was supported by special privileges or
 monopolies.

 Alongside this structural long-term change, special problems and
 priorities also affected the trading stance of the VOC. Its executives
 could decide to procure goods elsewhere or to deploy their shipping
 on other routes if the occasion called for it. They actually did so by
 switching their purchases of silk from China and Tonkin to Bengal
 and, finally, by relocating scarce resources, i.e. their ships, to the
 Indian Ocean. Only a highly diversified 'multinational' company like
 the VOC could afford to make decisions like these.
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 As an afterthought it seems ironic that the above tale of decline
 and frustrated withdrawal happened on the eve of the appearance of
 tea as the new Chinese export product for the European market.
 While the Dutch leaned back in Batavia in the I69os relying on
 Chinese shipping tuned in to the Nanyang trade, the English traders
 began to familiarize themselves with the Chinese market in Canton
 and thus had a flying start into the eighteenth century, the Age of
 Calicoes and Tea and Opium.
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